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BEARI SH OPT I ONS ST RAT EGI ES
W hen a stock ends up on our analysts'
bearish watch lists, all hope is not lost
for the average trader. The options
market allows traders different ways
to guard their portfolio against the
elements, including protective puts,
pairs trades, collars, and the stock
repair strategy. Keep reading to learn
more about these four options
hedging strategies to utilize when
taking a bearish posture toward a
stock that can provide a lot more
protection that simply shorting the
stock.
Pr ot ect iv ePut
In its most basic form, a put option is
bought when a speculator has a
bearish view on the market, but wants
more limited risk than a short seller.
By purchasing a put, the trader gains
the right to sell 100 shares of the stock
at the strike price, should the security
fall below the strike by expiration.
Simply stated, puts will profit with
each step below the selected strike the
underlying takes over the life span of
the option.
As a hedging vehicle, a shareholder
can employ a protective, or "married,"
put to guard against losses to their

portfolio. For instance, if a trader is
optimistic about a stock in her
portfolio, but the market environment
is extremely volatile and/ or the
company's earnings announcement is
looming on the horizon, she can buy
to open an out-of-the-money
(OOTM) put. This gives her the right
to sell her stock at a level she's
comfortable with in the event of a
drop -- and possibly gain a profit off
the sale of her long put. Conversely,
should the equity continue its ascent,
she'll simply surrender the initial
premium paid to buy the put, and
watch her portfolio grow.
Pair s Tr ades
As its name implies, a pairs trade is a
two-pronged strategy used by a
speculator with a more neutral
outlook. In other words, this trader
may be bullish on a certain equity, but
nervous about the overriding sector
or broader market. To implement the
pairs trade, he may buy a call on the
security he's optimistic about, while
simultaneously buying a put on the
sector that stock resides in. This
allows the speculator to "cover his
bases," and profit from a move in
either direction. In the best-case

scenario, the stock will rise, while the
broader sector lags, and the trader can
collect gains on both the call and the
put.

with the credit collected by the short
calls. W hile the stock repair strategy
does not protect the shareholder from
additional losses in the equity, it can
lower his breakeven point.

Col l ar s

The versatility that equity options can
provide to traders in all market
environments is unmatched by any
other asset class.

Similar to a protective put, a collar is a
strategy used by a shareholder to limit
downside risk to her portfolio. A
collar, however, lowers the cost of
playing a protective put by combining
it with a covered call. By saving a little
cash on the cost of entry, though, the
speculator has raised her risk.
Specifically, should the security rally
above the strike of the short call, her
shares may be called away. In other
words, she must choose a strike price
at which she is comfortable unloading
her shares.
St ock Repair St r at egy
The stock repair strategy is used by
shareholders who have had a security
in their portfolio suffer substantial
losses. In order to try and recover
from the loss at no cost, the trader
would implement a call ratio spread by
buying to open enough at-the-money
calls to cover the number of shares in
his portfolio, while simultaneously
selling to open two out-of-the-money
calls for each one bought. The cost of
the long calls will ultimately be offset

Please enjoy, with our compliments,
access to our analysts' list of stocks
that they recommend dumping from
your portfolio at this time. If you do
not already have an open position in
these equities, perhaps consider
implementing a bearish options
strategy to take advantage of our
analysts' bearish posture.

ABBVIE ( NYSE:ABBV)

Drugmaker AbbVie (ABBV) recently broke below the $200 billion market cap level and is now on
the verge of breaching its year-to-date breakeven level. Since 2016, once large bearish trends stop at
-10%, they typically don't bounce until at least a -20% pullback. One of these occurred with ABBV,
after a recent Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announcement requiring warnings about an
increased risk of serious heart-related events, cancer, blood clots, and death for JAK inhibitors that
treat certain chronic inflammatory conditions - specifically for ABBV?s arthritis drug Rinvoq.
Keep an eye on $100 as a potential bounce level. But if that breaks, ABBV could easily fall into the
low $90's before finding a bottom. Considering not a single analyst rates the stock a "sell" and short
interest accounts for less than 1% of ABBV's float, there isn't much sideline cash that can fuel
additional upside.
Yet at the same time, call buyers are becoming aggressively long, thinking the bottom is already in.
This is evident by ABBV'S 50-day call/ put volume ratio at the International Securities Exchange
(ISE), Cboe Options Exchange (CBOE), and NASDAQ OMX PHLX (PHLX) of 3.68, that sits higher
than 86%of readings from the past year.
Our bearish thesis would stop out above ABBV's 160-day moving average at about $113, which is
also slightly above that aforementioned $200 billion market cap.

CHEWY ( NYSE:CHWY)

Pet supply name Chewy (CHW Y) suffered a recent earnings miss and now carries a notable 24%
year-to-date deficit. As a hot commodity in a low-margin business, the company will have to be
careful, as it could be easily overpowered, should Amazon.com (AMZN) or W almart (W MT) enter
the pet supply space.
Call traders have been crowding CHW Y during the past several weeks, leaving ample room for
bears to enter the ring. Specifically, the security?s 10-day call/ put volume ratio of 2.34 ranks in the
80th annual percentile at the ISE/ CBOE/ PHLX, indicating more than two calls have been
purchased for every put during the past two weeks.

A SPECIAL OFFER FROM OUR SPONSOR:
Tr ader s Ar e Usin g Th is t o Pr edict M ar k et Tr en ds
If you?ve ever wanted access to the technology that could show you winning trades ahead of the
market with really high accuracy ? you can finally see it demonstrated. We're ready to show you
LIVE what stocks & commodities may be about to soar in the next few days? and how we can
help you profit from knowing this before the rest of the market does.
Just like Rendy B. who says, ?Using [THIS] helps me get into trades earlier and hold on to winning
positions."
Phil H. says, ?The thing about [THIS] is that it helps me stay ahead of the market.?
During this LIVE demonstration you'll see:
·An advanced suite of indicators traders of ANY experience level can use to predict market
moves across ALL markets (even Crypto and Forex)
·Actual case studies of how this kind of market forecasting has changed the lives of more than
35,000 investors (and can do the same for you)
·The KEY secret behind proper market forecasting (and why so many get this wrong)
·How you can use this information to significantly improve your trading results
Click h er e t o r egist er an d see u s LIVE if you ?r e r eady t o f in d ou t w h at [THIS] is all abou t .
* There will be no replays.*

GODADDY ( NYSE:GDDY)

Despite optimistic expectations, online domain name GoDaddy's (GDDY) expenses are rising faster
than its revenue and the company is dependent on international growth that has been slowing in
recent quarters.
GDDY's 500-day simple moving average has been supportive in the past, but has now turned into
resistance, per the red line in the chart above. Meanwhile, GoDaddy's price/ earnings ratio of 63
highlights how expensive the company is based off of earnings.
There's a severe call bias among options traders, per the equity's 50-day call/ put volume ratio at the
ISE, CBOE, and PHLX of 14.41 and the 10-day call/ put volume ratio of 201.50, the latter of which
ranks at an annual high. In the brokerage community, 7 of the 12 in coverage maintain a ?strong
buy?rating, which makes the struggling stock at risk for downgrades that could weigh GDDY down
even more.

KB HOME ( NYSE:KBH)

KB Home (KBH) is looking less attractive as a prospect for options traders, as the housing market
boom slows. Sales have slowed dramatically, and the equity?s shares echo this sentiment, now
sporting a nearly 6%deficit for the month of September.
The housing sector is highly sensitive to interest rates and the Federal Reserve has signaled that it
will raise rates earlier than expected, as it carries a heavy debt load. KB Home is also coming off a
recent earnings miss, suggesting investor expectations may have gotten ahead of themselves during
the stock?s late-July run higher.

RINGCENTRAL ( NYSE:RNG)

Cloud communication concern RingCentral (RNG) is beginning to ebb from its hyper-growth,
formerly led by the Covid-19 pandemic. Since it remains unclear how school and work will return
in the long-term, it makes choosing RNG as an investment, risky.
W hile the equity broke down through its long-term, 500-day moving average, it has made little
attempt to rally post-earnings. But despite sporting a year-to-date reading of negative 44%, analysts
remain optimistic. In fact, a hefty 18 of 20 covering brokerages boast a "buy" or better, suggesting
RNG is ripe for bear notes.

TELADOC HEALTH ( NYSE:TDOC)

Teladoc Health (TDOC) has struggled in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, despite being a
popular name among virtual healthcare solutions. In fact, the company failed to receive a bid during
one of the several pandemic peaks, but continues to underwhelm.
Now in negative territory year-over-year and year-to-date, it?s no surprise the equity is ripe for
downgrades among the brokerage bunch. In fact, of the 17 analysts in coverage, nine sport a "buy"
or "strong buy" recommendation. In other words, an unwinding of this pessimism could act as a
headwind for the shares.

WAYFAIR ( NYSE:W)

Furniture maker W ayfair (W ) is down more than 7% on a year-over-year basis. In 2021, the stock
has formed a year-long rounding top pattern, with its 50- and 200-day moving averages providing
resistance. Also up ahead sits the $290 level, an area that's 10 times the company's initial public
offering (IPO) price.
Despite the technical troubles, 10 of 19 brokerages in coverage maintain "strong buys." Among
short sellers though, bears are in full control, with short interest up 40% since February. An
unwinding of optimism among call traders could weigh on W though. This is per the equity's
50-day call/ put volume ratio at the ISE, CBOE, and PHLX of 1.42.

ZILLOW GROUP ( NASDAQ:Z)

Real estate platform Zillow Group (Z) is down 34% year-to-date, vastly underperforming the
broader market. The shares are slipping below the round-number $100 level, which happens to
coincide with five times Z's initial public offering (IPO) price. Additional resistance seems to be
forming at the stock's descending 40-day moving average.
Analysts are unfazed, with 11 of 18 in coverage maintaining "buy" or better ratings. There's similar
sentiment in the options pits, where Z sports a 10-day call/ put volume ratio of 1.73 at the ISE,
CBOE, and PHLX. In other words, almost two calls have been purchased for every put over the past
two weeks.
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